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Introduction
This report examines general trends and statistics for malware infections in
devices connected through mobile and fixed networks in the second half of
2016. The data in this report has been aggregated across networks where
the Nokia NetGuard Endpoint Security solution is deployed. This networkbased malware infection detection solution enables Nokia customers to
monitor their fixed and mobile networks for evidence of malware infections
in subscribers’ endpoint devices, including mobile phones, laptops, personal
computers, notepads and the new generation of Internet of Things (IoT)
devices. This solution is deployed in major fixed and mobile networks around
the world, monitoring network traffic from more than 100 million devices.
The system examines network traffic for malware command-and-control
traffic, exploit attempts, hacking activity and Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) events. This enables the system to accurately determine the infection
levels and malware profiles of these networks.
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Key findings in the second half of 2016
Mobile networks
Increase in smart phone
infections in the second
half of 2016:

83%

Smart phones account for
eighty ﬁve percent of
mobile infections:

85%

Mobile device infection
rates peaked in October at:

1.35%

• The overall monthly smart phone infection rate averaged 0.90 percent in
the second half of 2016. This is up 83 percent from the first half of 2016
• Smart phone infections accounted for 85 percent of infections detected in
the mobile network
• The infection rate in mobile networks rose steadily throughout 2016,
reaching a new high of 1.35 percent of devices in the month of October
• Windows/PC systems connected to the mobile network using dongles or
tethered through phones accounted for 15 percent of infections
• Android continues to be the main mobile platform targeted, but iOSbased devices were also targeted, particularly in the form of Spyphone
applications
• Mobile IoT devices were compromised by the Mirai botnet and participated
in the massive Mirai DDoS attacks in September and October. This Mirai
incident illustrates how vulnerable the Internet of Things can be, and
demonstrates that additional security requirements are necessary to
protect it from attacks and exploitation. Measures must be put in place to
ensure it is securely managed, has secure communications and is monitored
for future breaches
• Security researchers discovered that some brands of mobile phones, whose
firmware updates were being managed by Shanghai ADUPS Technology
Co. Ltd , were sending private information and the content of SMS text
messages to ADUPS operated servers.

Fixed residential networks
• The overall monthly infection rate in residential fixed broadband networks
averaged 10.72 percent in the second half of 2016
• High-level threats such as bots, rootkits, keyloggers and banking Trojans
remain steady at around six percent.
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Malware in mobile networks
The overall monthly infection rate averaged 1.08 percent in the second half of
2016. This is up 63 percent from the first half of 2016. The average monthly
infection rate for smart phones was 0.90 percent, an increase of 83 percent in
the second half of the year.

Mobile infection rate
Figure 1 shows the percentage of infected devices observed monthly since
January 2013. This data has been averaged from mobile deployments in
Europe, North America, Asia Pacific and the Middle East.
Figure 1. Monthly infection rate on mobile networks since January 2013
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The chart shows a significant increase in mobile malware infections in the
second half of 2016. Most of this growth can be attributed to smart phone
infections. The average monthly infection rate was 1.08% in the second half
of 2016, with a peak of 1.35% in October 2016. This resulted in an increase of
25% in the last 6 months.
The number of detections of Windows/PC infections in the mobile network has
dropped since 2015 and hovered around 0.2% for most of 2016. Windows
PCs and laptops are still a major target for cybercriminals and although they
are relatively few in number in the mobile network as compared with smart
phones, they continue to make up 15% of the infections we see.
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Infections by Device
Among smart phones, Android devices are the most commonly targeted by
malware. Figure 2 provides a breakdown of infections by device type in the
second half of 2016. Android devices were responsible for 81%, Windows/PCs
for 15%, with 4% coming from iPhones and other mobile devices.
Figure 2. Device breakdown, second half of 2016
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Many people are surprised to find that Windows/PCs are responsible for
a large portion of the malware infections detected when analyzing mobile
network traffic. These Windows/PCs are connected to the mobile network
using USB dongles and mobile Wi-Fi devices or simply tethered through
smart phones. They are responsible for 15 percent of the malware infections
observed. This is because these devices are still a popular target for
professional cybercriminals who have a huge investment in the Windows
malware ecosystem. However, as the smart phone becomes the more
preferred platform for accessing the internet, cybercrime is clearly moving in
that direction. This is illustrated by the bar chart in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Comparison of Windows vs Smart phone Infections Over Time
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Android malware samples continue to grow in the second half of 2016
We now have close to twelve million Android malware samples in the Nokia
Threat Intelligence malware database and in 2016, we have seen substantial
growth in Android malware over the previous year at 95 percent.
Figure 4. Mobile malware samples since July 2012 through to December 2016
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Top smart phone malware
Table 1 shows the top 20 smart phone malware detected in the second
half of 2016 in networks where Nokia NetGuard Endpoint Security solutions
are deployed.
Table 1: Top 20 smart phone malware
Name

Threat

%

Previous

Android.Adware.PornClk.AT

Moderate

41.65

New

Android.Adware.Ewind.D

Moderate

12.48

New

Android.MobileSpyware.Kasandra.B

High

10.11

2

Android.Trojan.HiddenApp

High

9.03

68

Android.Adware.Uapush.A

Moderate

2.59

1

Android.BankingTrojan.Marcher.A

High

2.41

5

Android.Trackware.AndrClicker.D

Moderate

2.35

4

Android.Backdoor.Triada.EX

High

2.27

New

Android.Trojan.DroidRt.V

High

1.79

New

Android.Bot.MazarBot

High

1.69

New

Android.Trojan.SmsTracker

High

1.18

3

Android.Trojan.Qysly.Q

High

1.03

18

Android.BankingTrojan.Acecard.m

High

1.01

New

Android.Trojan.Xiny.19.origin

High

0.93

7

Android.Trojan.Rootnik.i

High

0.84

11

Android.Trojan.Sivu.C

High

0.82

New

Android.Backdoor.Godless

High

0.8

New

Android.Trojan.HiddenApp.XXS

High

0.72

9

Indep.MobileSpyware.mSpy

High

0.47

8

Android.Trojan.Rootnik.q

High

0.34

40

Android.Trojan.Gingermaster

High

0.32

16
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Malware in fixed residential networks
Figure 5 shows residential infection rates since July 2014. These are reported
on a monthly, per-residence basis, and then averaged across fixed network
deployments of Nokia NetGuard Endpoint Security. Residential rates dropped
throughout 2015. There was an upward trend in the first half of 2016 due to
a resurgence in moderate threat level adware activity. This, however, dropped
off in the second half of 2016 and the downward trend in moderate threat
level adware activity continued.
The overall residential infection rate dropped to nine percent in December
2016. The infection rate for high threat level malware such as bots,
ransomware, and banking Trojans has remained fairly stable at around six
percent for some time, and closed out the year at 4.56 percent in December.
Figure 5: Monthly residential infection rate
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This downward trend in the residential infection rates, combined with the
upward movement in mobile networks, strongly suggests an overall movement
of cybercrime activity to the mobile environment. Note, because households
can have both moderate and high threat level infections at the same time, the
total is not the sum of the two.
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Top 20 residential network infections
Table 2 shows the top home network infections detected by Nokia NetGuard
Endpoint Security solutions. The results are aggregated and the order is based
on the number of infections detected over the six-month period of this report.
Table 2. Top 20 home network infections
Name

Threat

%

Previous

Win32.ScareWare.Winwebsec

High

12.96

1

Win32.Adware.MarketScore

Moderate

9.72

2

Android.Adware.PornClk.AT

Moderate

7.32

New

Win32.Adware.BrowseFox.AF

Moderate

3.78

4

Win32.RansomWare.CryptoWall4

High

3.72

9

Win32.Adware.PullUpdate

Moderate

3.19

3

Android.Adware.Ewind.D

Moderate

3.15

New

Win32.Hijacker.Diplugem

Moderate

2.19

5

Android.MobileSpyware.Kasandra.B

High

2.01

10

Android.Trackware.AndrClicker.D

Moderate

1.96

8

Win32.Adware.BrowseFox.G

Moderate

1.85

6

Win32.Adware.InstallCore

Moderate

1.72

65

Win32.Adware.Mindspark

Moderate

1.53

New

Android.Trojan.DroidRt.V

High

1.31

New

Win32.Adware.iBryte

Moderate

1.30

7

Win32.Downloader.Obvod.K

High

1.21

13

Win32.Hijacker.Shopperz

Moderate

1.20

41

Win32.HackerTool.TektonIt

High

1.13

18

Win32.Worm.Gamarue.AR

High

1.12

New

Win32.Trackware.Binder

Moderate

0.98

11

Of the top 20 malware infections detected in fixed residential networks in the
second half of 2016, 25 percent impact the Android platform. Thirteen of the
top 20 are moderate threat level adware and browser hijackers.
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Top 20 high level infections
Table 3 shows the top 20 high threat level malware across both mobile and
fixed networks. High threat level infections are associated with identity theft,
financial loss and other cybercriminal activity.
Table 3: Top 20 high threat level infections
Name

%

Previous

Win32.ScareWare.Winwebsec

23.62

1

Win32.RansomWare.CryptoWall4

6.78

2

Android.MobileSpyware.Kasandra.B

3.67

3

Android.Trojan.DroidRt.V

2.39

New

Win32.Downloader.Obvod.K

2.21

4

Win32.HackerTool.TektonIt

2.07

6

Win32.Worm.Gamarue.AR

2.04

New

Android.Trojan.Xiny.19.origin

1.5

12

Indep.Bot.DNSAmplification

1.43

8

Win32.Worm.Koobface.gen.B

1.4

9

Win32.Bot.ZeroAccess2

1.26

7

Win32.Trojan.Poweliks.A

1.24

5

Win32.Backdoor.Ammyy.z

1.18

10

Win32.RansomWare.Kovter

1.13

New

Android.Trojan.SmsTracker

0.98

14

Win32.Bot.Redirector.Paco

0.73

95

Android.Trojan.Sivu.C

0.69

New

Win32.Downloader.Waledac.C

0.67

21

Win32.Trojan.Malagent

0.62

16

Android.Backdoor.Godless

0.58

New

The top 20 list contains the usual suspects from previous reports with bots,
downloaders, banking Trojans, and password stealers. Six of top 20 impact the
Android platform.
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Top 25 most prolific threats
Figure 6 shows the top 20 most prolific malware found on the internet. The
order is based on the number of distinct samples captured from the internet
at large. Finding a large number of samples indicates that the malware
distribution is extensive and that the malware author is making a serious
attempt to evade detection by anti-virus products.
Figure 6. Most prolific malware
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2016 - The year in review
Mirai
The biggest security event of 2016 was certainly the Mirai botnet and the
DDoS attacks associated with it. Mirai was unique in that it recruited an army
of IoT bots using a simple password guessing attack and then used these to
launch three of the largest DDoS attacks in history.
The first reported attack was a 600Gbit/sec attack on Brian Kreb’s website in
late September. This was followed a few weeks later with a 1.1Tbit/sec attack
on OVH, a French web hosting company. The Mirai source code was released
to the hacker community on October 14th. A week later, on October 21st,
there was a massive DNS flooding attack launched against DynDNS. This took
out several high-profile web services that used DynDNS as their DNS provider,
including Twitter, SoundCloud, Spotify and Shopify.
In late November, a subsequent attack, attributed to a modified version of Mirai
using the TR-069, an application layer protocol for remote management of enduser devices, disabled over 900,000 home routers in Deutsche Telecom’s fixed
residential network, disrupting internet service for the affected users. In this
case, while no routers were actually infected with Mirai, the attempt to infect the
routers with the Mirai code caused the routers to crash.
The Mirai bot has two functions. The first is to spread by actively scanning for
other victims. Mirai spreads by scanning the internet for devices that have
an open telnet service running. When it finds one, it attempts to login using
a brute force login attack based on common default passwords. While it is
unusual for modern servers and network equipment to run telnet, many IoT
devices appear to still use telnet for remote management and many were
vulnerable to the password guessing attack. This enabled the Mirai operators
to build large botnets very quickly. Figure 7 shows the Mirai brute force login
activity prior to the attacks.
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Figure 7: Mirai telnet login attempts
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This activity was detected by Nokia NetGuard Endpoint Security solution prior
to the DDoS attacks, enabling us to warn our customers and identify any
devices compromised by Mirai.
Once a victim is located and the userid/password combination derived, the bot
passes that information back to the command and control (C&C) server where
it is stored in a database that keeps track of all the bots in the botnet. The C&C
server logs into the new victim using the credentials provided and loads the
bot code into victim. This newly infected device will immediately start to scan
for other victims and wait for the instructions to launch a DDoS attack. If the
C&C server is blocked or taken down, the botnet operator can simply move the
database to another site and re-establish control of the botnet.
The second function of Mirai is to launch DDoS attacks. It has several attack
options in its arsenal to achieve this:
• generic udp attack - Straight up UDP flood
• udp vse attack - Valve Source Engine query flood
• udp dns attack - DNS water torture
• udp plain attack - Plain UDP flood optimized for speed
• tcp syn attack - SYN flood with options
• tcp ack attack - ACK flood
• tcp stomp attack - ACK flood to bypass mitigation devices
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• gre ip attack - GRE IP flood
• gre Ethernet attack - GRE Ethernet flood
• http application attack - HTTP layer 7 flood
This Mirai incident illustrates how vulnerable the Internet of Things can be and
demonstrates that additional security requirements are necessary to protect
it from attacks and exploitation. Measures must be put in place to ensure it
is securely managed, has secure communications and is monitored for future
breaches.

iPhone - Trident & Pegasus
In August, Citizen Labs and Lookout did an exposé on Pegasus. This is a
professional spyware application from NSO Group Technologies that sells for
$25,000 on the dark web. The spyware uses a combination of phishing and
three iPhone vulnerabilities (known as Trident) to exploit the phone remotely
and launch a cyber-espionage attack against high profile individuals. It allows
the attacker to take complete control of the phone, spy on social media and
communication apps such as Gmail, Facetime, Facebook, Skype and WhatsApp.
The spyware also monitors phone calls, SMS messages, call logs and allows
remote audio and video recording. It has stealth protection and a built-in selfdestruct mechanism.
The victim is sent phishing e-mails and text messages with links to an infected
web site. When they visit the web site the first vulnerability (CVE-2016-4655)
is used against the Safari WebKit to obtain remote execution on the phone.
Two subsequent vulnerabilities (CVE-2016-4556 and CVE-2026-4657)
are then used to jailbreak the phone and obtain root access. The spyware
component is then downloaded and installed. These zero-day vulnerabilities
were closed by Apple prior to the disclosure.
The lesson to be learned is that despite the measures taken to secure the
Apple iPhone app ecosystem, the iPhone is still vulnerable to exploits and
once jailbroken, is wide open to attack.
Other iPhone attacks include:
• KeyRaider steals over 225,000 Apple accounts
• xCodeGhost infiltrates Chinese app development
• AceDeceiver exploits iOS DRM to install malware on iPhones
• Yispector malware exploits Apple sandboxing on non-jail broken phones.
–– Install other malware
–– Conceal its presence
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ADUPS Spyware
On November 16th, it was announced in the media that approximately 120,000
Blu Inc. phones distributed in the United States had accidentally been loaded
with a “Firmware Over The Air” (FOTA) update service from the Chinese firm
Shanghai ADUPS Technology Co. Ltd. which sent private user information,
including copies of received text messages, to a server in China. ADUPS and Blu
Inc, corrected the problem, but it turned out that the same issue exists on other
ADUPS managed devices. ZTE and Huawei have been mentioned in the media.
According to ADUPS, “In June 2016, some Blu Product Inc. devices applied
a version of the ADUPS FOTA application that inadvertently included the
functionality of flagging junk texts and calls that had been requested by other
ADUPS clients. When Blu raised objections, ADUPS took immediate measures
to disable that functionality on Blu phones.”
The ADUPS incident raised concerns with mobile operators about the liability of
providing their customers with phones that come pre-loaded with Spyware. The
Nokia NetGuard Endpoint Security solution enabled them to quickly identify any
devices that were communicating with the ADUPS back-end server.
The ADUPS incident has triggered a class action suit against Blu Products Inc.
and Shanghai ADUPS Technology Co. Ltd. and its U.S. subsidiary.
The incident also highlights a sinister trend that has hit the smart phone market.
There are several brands of inexpensive phones whose cost is being subsidized by
adware that comes pre-installed on the phone. Accepting pop-up advertisements
for a cheap phone is one thing, but often the adware that provides the
advertisements will feed private personal information from the phone to the adnetwork for tracking purposes, without the permission of the user.

Pokémon Go & DroidJack
A big event in 2016 was the release of the Pokémon Go game in July.
As we reported in the last Threat Intelligence Report, this provided an
unprecedented opportunity for hackers, and it was only a matter of a few
hours before the Nokia Threat Intelligence Lab found copies of the game that
had been injected with malware and made available for download from thirdparty sites.
Most Android malware comes in the form of trojanized applications that
people download and install from third party app stores or websites. It is
trivial, using standard Android developer tools, to take an existing application
file, inject malware into it and repackage it for re-distribution to unsuspecting
users. The fact that Pokémon Go was at first released only in the US,
Australia and New Zealand made it an attractive target, because thousands
of enthusiasts in other countries were desperate to get an advanced bootleg
copy of the game.
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We found samples of Pokémon Go infected with a Remote Access Trojan
(RAT) called “DroidJack” that allows the attacker to track the phone’s location,
record calls, take pictures and steal information and files from the phone. To
the user, it is identical to the Pokémon Go game.
For the consumer, the following rules will keep them safe:
• Don’t download games or any apps from untrusted third-party sites
• Install anti-virus software on your phone
• Don’t give games or apps permissions that they obviously don’t need.

Stagefright
Stagefright was a major story in 2015 and it continued in 2016. It is a series
of vulnerabilities in Android’s media display software that provides attackers
with complete control of the phone by simply sending it an MMS message with
a specially crafted media attachment. When the message is received, Android
automatically tries to open the attachment and the device is infected without
any interaction from the user.
Despite the frenzy, there have so far been no major exploits reported in the
world. This is probably because exploits of the vulnerability have to be tailored
for a specific firmware version, so it is difficult to create a general exploit. Also,
the Android community made a concerted effort to get patches out to the field.
In August of 2016, a new Stagefright exploit was made available for Metasploit
that can exploit the vulnerability through the phone’s browser on 29 different
device/firmware versions.
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Conclusion
The infection rate in mobile networks rose steadily throughout 2016, reaching
a new high of 1.35 percent of devices in the month of October. The overall
monthly infection rate averaged 1.08 percent in the second half of 2016.
This is up 63 percent from the first half of 2016. In addition, smart phone
infections accounted for 85 percent of the infections detected in the mobile
network and the overall monthly smart phone infection rate averaged 0.90
percent, representing an 83 percent increase over the first half of 2016. From
these trends, it is clear that cybercrime is moving to the mobile space and
that smart phones are becoming the target of choice.
Figure 8. Infection rate growth in mobile networks and in smart phones
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Mirai demonstrated the vulnerability of the Internet of Things, where hundreds
of thousands of unsecured devices were recruited to launch some of the biggest
DDoS attacks on record. The industry needs to rethink IoT deployment strategies
and invent new ways to protect these devices from abuse going forward. These
devices must be securely configured, securely managed and monitored.
The ADUPS incident shows that personal privacy can be put at risk by the
very devices we use to communicate. Our smart phones contain a record
of our lives: our text messages; e-mail; photos; and music. It is bad enough
when cybercriminals go after it, but it’s inexcusable when the companies that
manufacture the phones are complicit.
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About the Nokia Threat Intelligence Lab
The Nokia Threat Intelligence Lab focuses on the behavior of malware network
communications to develop detection rules that identify malware infections
based on command-and-control communication and other network behavior.
This approach enables the detection of malware in the service provider’s
network and the detection rules developed form the foundation of Nokia´s
network-based malware detection product suite.
To accurately detect that a user is infected, our detection rule set looks for
network behavior that provides unequivocal evidence of infection coming
from the user’s device. This behavior includes:
• Malware command-and-control (C&C) communications
• Backdoor connections
• Attempts to infect others (for example, exploits)
• Excessive email
• Denial of Service (DoS) and hacking activity.
Four main activities support our signature development and verification process:
• Monitor information sources from major security vendors and maintain a
database of currently active threats
• Collect malware samples (>100,000/day), classify, and correlate them
against the threat database
• Execute samples matching the top threats in a sandbox environment and
compare against our current signature set
• Conduct a detailed analysis of the malware’s behavior and build a new
signature, if a sample fails to trigger a signature.
For more information on the Nokia NetGuard Endpoint Security solution,
please visit:
https://networks.nokia.com/solutions/endpoint-security
https://networks.nokia.com/solutions/security
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